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Abstract

While recent research has expanded understandings of how people communicate

consent and rejection to sexual initiations in person, less is known about digital consent

negotiations. Sexual double standards and consent misperceptions shown to operate

during in person consent negotiations are relatable to culturally reinforced

gender-based social norms, and there is potential for those same double standards and

misperceptions to impact digital interactions. To explore this, participants (n = 6) were

presented with four vignettes involving two heterosexual, cisgender characters; in three

an unsolicited “dick pic” was sent, and in one a dick pic was sent consensually.

Participants then responded to semi-structured interview questions about each vignette.

The interviews were recorded and transcribed, and were then analyzed thematically in

reference to the research questions: do the same double-standards and misperceptions

regarding consent in person also operate in the digital context, and how do participants'

understandings of consent compare to the Canadian Criminal Code's legal definitions?

Participants’ responses reflected similar sexual double standards and consent

misperceptions as found in previous research (Amundsen, 2020; Jozkowski et al., 2017;

Williamson et al., unpublished manuscript).  In addition, participants relayed that

consent communication is impacted by the digital context. Findings suggest that

without standard consent communication methods like body language or tone of voice

(Griner et al., 2021), coercive and consent violating acts can occur more easily digitally,

yet heteronormative gender roles can still be employed to brush them off as

misunderstandings.
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Making consent perceptions: Do sexual double standards and consent

misperceptions that transpire in person replicate in digital sexual interactions?

According to Canada’s Criminal Code (1985), sexual interactions are only legal

when everyone involved voluntarily gives consent in the moment activities occur.

Physically-forced sexual assault obviously violates the criminal code, but so do

interactions where someone is intoxicated, manipulated, or forced non-physically

(Burczycka, 2020), as they are unable to exercise full agency. Navigating consent can be

complex because, for example, consenting to one action does not equate to consent in all

areas of sexual activity; it must be given for each aspect of a sexual interaction

(Burcyzcka, 2020), and non-verbal cues like body language can be used to request

consent or to indicate it has been given (Funk, 2021; Griner et al., 2021; Williamson et al.,

unpublished manuscript). In addition to the complexity of consent for in person sexual

interactions, consent for digital sexual interactions may involve unique considerations

given the unique context; just how unique has only begun to be explored.

A 2020 report for Statistics Canada found that 71% of postsecondary students

across the Canadian provinces either witnessed or experienced unwanted sexual

behaviour (UWSB) in postsecondary spaces - which included digital platforms - in the

previous 12 months (Burczycka). The topic of consent is not defined, outlined, or even

mentioned at any grade level in the Saskatchewan sexual health education curriculum

(Funk, 2021; Smith, 2015), and Saskatchewan has the second highest sexual assault rate

in Canada (Saskatoon Sexual Health, 2020). Therefore, it follows that individuals
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constructing their own definitions and methods of interaction may miss key aspects of

this legal concept.

There remains confusion as to how sexual initiations and consent communication

should be carried out. In their study on perceptions of sexual consent, Williamson et al.

(unpublished manuscript) found no consistent agreement among 56 participants on

when obtaining consent is necessary or who is responsible to obtain it. More risky or

intimate sexual interactions were seen as more likely to require consent than those less

risky or intimate, but that general guideline leaves much up to interpretation, thereby

increasing opportunity for misinterpretation. The digital phenomenon of unsolicited

“dick pics” (UDPs) (Amundsen, 2020), wherein someone sends a digital picture of their

penis without first asking for consent from the recipient, is one example of digital

UWSB that appears to be particularly prevalent. In one study, 44 women were

interviewed on their experiences receiving digital sexual images and though unsolicited

content was not explicitly asked about, every woman spoke on personal experiences

receiving UDPs (Amundsen, 2020).

The digital context introduces unique restrictions on the information available

when interacting with others. A study on consent communication found the four most

commonly stated ways of indicating consent to be verbal communication (38%),

touching (38%), physical contact (33%), and kissing (24%) (Griner et al., 2021). The four

most commonly stated ways to indicate a rejection of advances were saying no (49%),

pushing away (39%), verbal communication (27%), and body language (12%). All eight

methods of communication identified require verbal or physical interactions, or the
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ability to observe body language - these cues are not available in the digital context.

While communication in written form does occur digitally, we do not know to what

degree that method is used in consent communications or if other unidentified signals

are being used more frequently.

All eight methods from Griner et al.’s (2021) study also require that those

involved are able to properly interpret the signals they observe another person to give,

but with little guidance given we have no guarantee people interpret signals using

similar criteria - or even that they are qualifying similar signals. This study also found

that sending a sexually explicit picture was listed by college students as a way to initiate

sexual interactions. However, according to the Criminal Code’s (1985) explanation for

what constitutes consent, it must be given in the moment the activity occurs, not after

the message is sent and the sexual interaction has begun. Amundsen (2020) emphasized

that consent must be sought and given before the explicit picture is sent, and Marcotte

et al. (2021) describe unsolicited images like UDPs as consent violations.

Sexual Double Standards and Consent Misperceptions

According to script theory, many behaviours people engage in are learned

through participating in society (Griner et al., 2021), and are taken up through

comparison of one’s own behaviour with the behaviour of individuals in both the same

and other social groups. Behaviours that align with what is typical or that earn approval

will likely continue, and behaviours that result in social isolation or that are outside of

what is regular for that group will be more likely to decrease.
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The scripts that dictate interpersonal interactions are impacted by gender,

especially when enforced as a binary, as behaviours characterized as feminine would

challenge scripts if performed by a man - and vice versa (Griner et al., 2021; Wilchins,

2019). The gender binary is culturally created and reinforced, also fostering

heteronormative gender-role based scripts around sex that dictate what should be

considered while negotiating consent (Jozkowski et al., 2017; Wilchins, 2019). In one

study by Jozkowski et al. (2017), several participants appeared to negotiate consent

based not on their own desires or the expressed desires of their potential partner but on

gender norms, and the sexual double standards and misconceptions around consent

they enable. All 13 men in this study described that for them, obtaining consent and sex

were both a competition and a conquest, making achieving their goal more of a priority

than ensuring they were accurately reading consent cues from potential partners. Some

men said they prefer to receive consent cues that are vague, as a misunderstanding of

boundaries can be claimed if they are confronted for pushing too far.

Pressure to go Someplace Private

While women may accept drinks bought for them by men with the intention of

getting to know the purchaser, seven of 17 women and nine of 13 men interviewed by

Jozkowski et al. (2017) felt that a woman who allows a man to buy alcohol for her

signals that she is giving consent to interact sexually. While only five women supported

the idea that if a woman refuses advances and is assaulted by a man after he buys her

alcohol she invited the assault to some degree, 14 said they had consented to sex in the

past because they felt obligated to after a man had bought them alcohol.
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Jozkowski et al. (2017) suggest that this pressure is due to the social norm that

women owe sexual interest and reciprocation to men after men express a certain

amount of effort and attention; we do not know how much effort and attention are seen

as sufficient, or how context may impact that threshold. After the threshold has been

reached there is an expectation for sexual interactions. Their study found that when a

woman leaves a public space with a man to go to a second, more private location (i.e.,

back to his house after drinks at a bar), consent can be assumed by the man even though

no agreement to or mention of sexual interaction has occurred.

The Post-Refusal Push

In the interviews conducted by Jozkowski et al. (2017), men were perceived as

having low standards when their partner was conventionally unattractive, but women

were perceived as having low standards when they pursued someone sexually who

they had no interest in romantically. The researchers positioned this as enabling the

norm of men not taking a woman’s initial refusal seriously when they initiate a sexual

interaction (Jozkowski et al., 2017), as they believe she feels she has to say no to sexual

advances without romance, and attempt to convince her that they meet her standards.

A 22-year-old cis-male interviewee commented: “The guy is going to try…If she don’t

move your hand when it’s on her, you know, she wants it. But she has to act like she has

standards, so she has to move away, but you have to try.” (Jozkowski et al., 2017, p. 239),

demonstrating the ease with which some do recognize nonconsent cues, yet disregard

them. Burczycka (2020) found that of Canadian students who had been sexually

assaulted in postsecondary spaces, 40% of women and 24% of men had been pressured
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continuously and then assaulted after clearly saying no to the assaulter.

Williamson et al. (unpublished manuscript) found that having a conversation

about how certain behaviours violated consent will not always improve that behaviour.

If a woman continues to interact with a man after denying their advances, it can be

perceived as the woman just playing hard to get, and that perception can lead to

post-refusal pushing. To complicate the matter, those who refuse to interact further can

also experience post-refusal pushes in much similar ways. One interviewee in

Amundsen’s (2020) study said that she had gone on one date with a man but

communicated that there would not be a second. He responded by sending her UDPs

every other day for a month. There was no doubt that he understood that she had

turned him down, but that understanding led to sexual harassment in her case.

Some men do perceive nonconsent signals yet do not conceptualize them as

genuine, and show no concern for the discomfort a woman experiences when being

pushed post-refusal. Jozkowski et al. (2017) explain this by outlining the norms that

social status increases for men along with their number of sexual partners, and that it is

acceptable for men to convince or coerce women into sexual interactions. They conclude

that there is little social motive for men to accurately perceive consent cues or

communicate explicitly when they stand to gain so much from ambiguous situations.

Complex Consent Violations

Women are expected to sacrifice their comfortability to avoid making men

uncomfortable, even in situations where a man has directly (even if unknowingly) made

them uncomfortable; her pointing it out is seen as worse than him putting her in that
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situation. A 22-year-old woman interviewee in Jozkowski’s study mentioned that “Even

though I really didn’t want to, I ended up (sleeping with him), because I didn’t want

him to feel bad or like something was wrong with him. Guys are really touchy about

that stuff.” (2017, p. 240). This is relevant for digital platforms where women are

expected to reject advances obviously enough they show that they have standards, yet

not so obviously it could insult the sender.

The women Amundsen (2020) interviewed explained that receiving UDPs made

them feel deprived of their choice to have or reject those interactions, reflecting and

reinforcing the cultural norm that the when and where of sexual interaction are up to

men in a heteronormative dynamic. Those interviewed by Williamson et al.

(unpublished draft) expanded by saying UDPs expose a lack of control women have in

intimate areas, further framed by Amundsen (2020) as men having control only because

they feel entitled to take control from the women they interact with. Some women

accept UDPs as an inherent aspect of their lives online, while others use humour to take

power out of the act by critiquing photography skills or sending pictures of sausage

slicers in response (Amundsen, 2020). Another response is commiseration, where the

recipient may share the image with others to lessen the powerlessness that can be felt.

Amundsen found this raised concerns for some interviewees around whether consent

from the sender is needed to share their image with third parties when the image was

not sent to the initial recipient consensually.

In the case of a UDP the recipient does not consent to receiving it, the sender

obviously consents to sending it, but if the recipient redistributes the image without the
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informed consent of the sender they violate the sender’s consent. While this may still

appear to be a grey area, the topic is not legally ambiguous. Any distribution of nude

images or videos where the person depicted in the image had a reasonable expectation

of privacy and did not consent to its redistribution is a violation of the Criminal Code

(2014). This then raises the question: when both parties have legally violated consent,

who is perceived to be more at fault?

Current Study

Jozkowski et al. (2017) recommended that further research explore how consent

negotiations are impacted by the various gender norms at play, and Amundsen (2020)

suggested that the communication process specifically be examined in relation to norms

that may hold influence. Marcotte et al. (2021) prioritize exploration in this area of

research as a way to inform intervention strategies for those who send UDPs.

This study combines these directions, exploring perceptions of consent, the

consent communication process, and how heteronormative gender and sex norms play

a role in relation to UDPs. Undergraduate students were interviewed on their

understandings of three vignettes where UDPs are sent, and a fourth where a dick pic is

sent consensually. All vignettes were written as dialogues set over dating applications

and/or text messages to explore how these double standards and misperceptions may

operate on digital platforms. This study’s research questions are:

1. Is moving from a public setting to a secondary, more private digital

location perceived using similar gender-based consent misperceptions as

apply when moving to a private location in person?
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2. Is the post-refusal push perceived with the same gender-based sexual

double standards as apply in person?

3. Who is thought to be more at fault when a man sends a UDP, and the

woman who receives it redistributes it without his consent?

4. Are there situations in which the sender is perceived to have earned

consent from the recipient, and how do participants come to that

conclusion?

5. Do participants’ perceptions of consent align with the Criminal Code’s

outlines of the concept?

Method

Participants

The sample for this study was six undergraduate students from the University of

Regina who enrolled in the study through the study’s profile on the Department of

Psychology’s Participant Pool (see Appendix A), and earned two course credits for

participating in the study. Participants met with the student researcher over Zoom to

review four vignettes that each depicted a digital sexual interaction and participate in

semi-structured interviews that were recorded for transcription purposes.

Materials and Procedure

Participants were sent a copy of the consent form to review before the Zoom

session if desired (see Appendix B). At the beginning of the Zoom session, all

components of the consent form were reviewed and oral consent was obtained.

Participants then responded to a 10-item demographics and values questionnaire (see
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Appendix C) on their age, gender identity and modality, sexual orientation, ethnic

identity (Statistics Canada, 2020), religion, as well as digital sexual interaction history.

Vignettes were presented successively in a random order, and each began with a

description of the characters, their gender identities and modalities, sexual orientations,

and relationship.

Vignette 1: Public-Private

Jozkowski et al. (2017) found that women agreeing to move from a public place

to a private location could be misperceived by men as having given consent during in

person interactions. The first vignette (see Appendix D) shows two characters who

“matched” on a dating application, and move their conversation from the application to

text messaging where the UDP is sent. After reading Vignette 1, participants were asked

two sets of interview questions, the Scenario Comprehension Interview (SCI) (see

Appendix E) which assesses general understanding, and then a Vignette-Specific

Interview (VSI) (see Appendix F) on the specific scenario depicted in the vignette.

SCI. This set of questions assessed the norms and attitudes participants employ

automatically. Seven questions were designed to be non-leading and give as much

freedom in response direction as possible (i.e., “Do you think this interaction would

have gone the same way if they were talking in person?”; “Based on this interaction,

what do you think about [insert name of sender]? What led you to think that?”).

VSI-1. These seven questions were designed to explore the consent

misperception that moving from a public space to one that is private is a signal of

consent. Participants were asked about what factors dictated scripts in the interaction
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(i.e., “How do you think the interaction would have changed if Tay sent the picture

while they were messaging over the dating app?”), and if they believe gender norms

impacted the interaction.

Vignette 2: Post-Refusal Push

When a woman rejects a man’s advances but continues to interact with him, men

can disregard her rejection as a necessary but irrelevant step in the process towards a

sexual interation that they are strategizing towards (Jozkowski et al., 2017). That is, they

interpret her refusal as intended to serve the function of demonstrating she has sexual

and/or romantic standards, but not as a true rejection of their advances. To replicate this

digitally, the second vignette (see Appendix D) depicted two people who had spent

some time together before one requests a sexual interaction, is turned down, yet

proceeds to send the UDP regardless of the refusal. Participants responded to items on

the SCI before moving to the VSI-2 (see Appendix F).

VSI-2. Six questions were designed to explore the double standard that a

woman’s first “no” is always obligatory, and therefore may be disregarded. Participants

were asked about beliefs around how post-refusal pushing can be viewed as acceptable

behaviour (i.e., “Why do you think Kyle sent the picture after Charlotte said she wasn’t

attracted to him?”), and if they believe gender norms impact the interaction.

Vignette 3: Complex Violations

To investigate perceptions of fault when both parties violate consent, the third

vignette (see Appendix D) participants read is about two friends from high school who

reconnected after running into each other at their university’s bar. One character sends a
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UDP over text and the recipient saves the picture, then sends it to her friends in a

separate group text with intent to commiserate on the experience (Amundsen, 2020).

After reading this vignette, participants answered items on the SCI before completing

the VSI-3 (see Appendix F).

VSI-3. Eight questions were designed to explore the misperceptions on UDPs

and attitudes around sharing received UDPs with others. Participants were asked about

norms regarding UDPs (i.e., “How common do you think situations like this one are?”),

fault attribution (i.e., “If you had to choose, who would you say is more in the

wrong?”), and if they believed gender norms impacted the interaction.

Vignette 4: Consensual

To have a comparison for situations with violations of consent, the fourth

vignette (see Appendix D) outlines an interaction where a dick pic is consensually sent

to the recipient. After reading this vignette, participants answered items on the SCI

before completing the VSI-4 (see Appendix F).

VSI-4. Five questions were designed to assess participants’ perceptions of this

consensual digital sexual interaction. They were asked about character motives (i.e.,

Why do you think Elodie responded the way she did?), and if they believed gender

norms impacted the interaction.

Consent Perceptions and Communication Interview

After reading all vignettes once and responding to the SCI and all VSIs,

participants read vignettes through a second time in the same order and responded to

the seven-item Consent Perceptions and Communication Interview (CPCI) (see
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Appendix G) after each. Questions asked participants to think about different

perspectives in the interaction (i.e., “Do you think that the recipient wanted this

experience?”), and to question how consent was engaged with in the interaction (i.e.,

“Should the sender have asked for consent at any point?”). After completing this

measure participants received a debriefing form, along with recommended resources

for sexual assault survivors and mental health supports (see Appendix H).

Analysis

The audio recordings from each interview were transcribed, and initial notes

were taken on responses to the scripted questions every participant was asked. A

similar method to the analysis in Jozkowski et al.’s (2017) study was used to code each

transcript with Nvivo 12 software for claims, phrases, and concepts a participant

responded with that revealed perceptions of themselves, others, and the norms they

were influenced by, along with how those categories interact (Carspecken, 1996). Notes

taken on the transcripts along with the claims identified were sorted from codes into

both semantic and latent themes, similarly to a reconstructive horizon analysis

(Jozkowski et al., 2017), before transcripts were searched for claims contradicting those

themes (Braun & Clark, 2006). Conflicts in themes were revised, then themes were

named and defined.

Themes were compared for similar and contrasting content, being further

combined and refined until an overarching theme was identified along with two

subthemes; one with three sub-subthemes, and one with two, all to expand the depth of

analysis and specific quality of examples. Finally, themes were related back to this
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study’s five research questions on consent perceptions, whether consent is believed to

have been earned in any vignette, and whether participants’ perceptions of consent

aligned with the Criminal Code’s definition of the concept. Previous studies on

perceptions of consent communications have shown a relation of those perceptions to

traditional and cultural gender norms (Amundsen, 2020; Jozkowski et al., 2017;

Williamson et al., unpublished manuscript). The aim of this analysis is to explore claims

that might expand our understanding on how these perceptions and norms operate in

digital sexual interactions.

Results

Interviews were conducted with six university undergraduate students, three

cisgender men (psudonyms: Brodie; Charlie; Elijah) and three cisgender women

(Autumn; Delilah; Faye), between the ages of 17-37 (cisgender males M = 32.66;

cisgender females M = 20.33). One participant self-reported their sexual orientation as

bisexual (Autumn), the other five self-reported as straight. Self-reported ethnic

backgrounds included Métis (Autumn), East African (Brodie), Caucasian (Charlie;

Delilah), Black (Elijah), and Middle Eastern (Faye). Religions and belief systems

participants adhere to included being generally spiritual (Autumn), Christian (Brodie;

Charlie; Elijah), Buddhist (Charlie), atheist (Delilah), and Muslim (Faye). Autumn,

Delilah, Elijah, and Faye all reported some alignment of their personal views on sexual

expression and practice with common views in their religion or belief system. All

participants had experience sending and receiving sexual content over text and online.
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Three levels of themes were identified (see Figure 1), the primary theme being

that consent communication in sexual interactions is impacted by the digital context.

This had two subthemes, both of which were replications of primary themes found by

Jozkowski et al. (2017) with slight alterations due to context. Sexual double standards

were noted and endorsed by every participant across all vignettes and so emerged as a

secondary theme, along with three core double standards that form tertiary themes.

Participants also noted and endorsed consent misperceptions such as obtaining sexual

interactions being viewed as a conquest by men. This became the second secondary

theme, along with two contributing norms that form tertiary themes.

Figure 1

Primary, secondary, and tertiary themes.

Digital Context

All participants endorsed a difference in how communication transpires digitally

compared to in person, with a main factor being the sender’s lack of awareness

regarding the recipient’s reactions. In the digital context all the sender has are the

recipient’s words; any cues that could normally be taken from signals like body
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language or tone of voice are not available. When speaking on the Post-Refusal Push

vignette, Delilah claimed that the sender might not have acted the same way in person,

as he may have “felt more like, embarrassed, or felt it was wrong to do it in person.” Autumn

highlighted that in person, the risk of an immediate negative reaction from the recipient

would make the action less likely:

You can say whatever you want over text. You can send whatever you want over text.

The chances of you seeing that person and them confronting you about what you say is

very different when you’re in person. Obviously [in person] that ridicule that’s gonna

happen is gonna happen instantly.

This results in people being more “bold” (Brodie) over text and online, for which

participants provided three main reasons: anonymity protects the sender, there is a

general lack of consequences for digital violations of consent, and rejection is easier to

manage over text as the sender.

Anonymity was primarily noted as a factor in the Public-Private vignette where

the characters had matched on a dating app. Faye explained that the UDP sender might

be less cautious than they would be in person because the recipient was “just some

random girl that [he] met online, like it’s nothing too serious.” Charlie had a similar take on

the sender’s lack of care, and tied it into the lack of consequences:

Charlie: It’s a common thing I guess on “meeting people” apps that you probably are

more open to being adventurous or aggressive.

Interviewer (I): Sure, so like more expected in that space, but different?
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Charlie: Yeah…Not so much expected as just with any online content, you have the

ability to do or say anything really without a lot of repercussion.

Given that the only situational cues the recipient has are the sender’s words, it is

often not possible for a recipient to avoid the sexual interaction when a UDP is sent. As

Faye put it: “If she doesn’t want it she’ll get it anyways…and she can’t do anything about it.”

Once the picture is seen, the recipient is in a sexual interaction with the sender whether

or not it was wanted or consented to. The recipient’s options for rejection are quite

limited digitally; if they were aware of the sender’s intentions they could write out and

send their rejection in a message, but rejection is not possible beyond that step. If, as in

the Post-Refusal Push, the sender disregards a rejection and proceeds to send a UDP, the

recipient has no option. They would also have no option to reject the interaction were

they entirely unaware the UDP was coming, as in the Public-Private and Complex

Violations vignettes.

While the added methods of communication in person do not prevent consent

violations, Faye outlined how the possibility of being rejected in person is more

psychologically threatening than being rejected over text:

Social interactions are kind of scary for most people at this age, and rejection is a thing

that a lot of people are really scared of…I think it’s mostly a societal thing where people

think that’s more of an approachable situation.

Charlie elaborated on why rejection over text is easier to manage by saying “I suppose if

you were too forward, you can’t get slapped over a text. *laughs*” In other words, should a

line be crossed - even unknowingly - the consequences cannot be as severe.
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Participants were asked whether they thought each of the four situations could

have played out the same way in person (see Table 1); in six instances the answer was

yes, in four it was probably not, and in the remaining 14 of 24 (58%) participants were

certain the interaction would have looked different due to the methods of

communication available in the context. All three cisgender women participants

consistently answered “no” or “probably not” to this question, with the exception of

Delilah who said the consensual condition would likely look the same. In contrast, all

three cisgender men participants said that at least one of the consent violating situations

could go the same way in person. Regarding the Complex Violations vignette, all three

cisgender men agreed it could look the same, but reasoned like Elijah that it would be

due to the sender’s characteristics rather than the context: “Some people don’t have

manners and all that. If you’re online or you’re in person, the person would still misbehave

because it’s just what they do.”

Table 1

Whether participants believed the interactions could have transpired the same way in person.

Autumn Brodie Charlie Delilah Elijah Faye

Public-Private No No No Probably
not

No Probably
not

Post-Refusal Push No No No No Yes No

Complex Violations No Yes Yes No Yes No

Consensual Probably
not

Yes No Yes No Probably
not

Sexual Double Standards
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This study’s first subtheme was both identified and endorsed by each participant

across all vignettes, and involves situations where traditional gender roles in the

heteronormative dynamic dictate how each person can and should act during their

sexual interactions. Tertiary themes include the expectation that men want sex out of the

same interactions where women want relationships, women are expected to caretake

the egos of men they interact with, and the expectation that men are responsible for

initiating sexual interactions while women are expected to gatekeep.

Women Want Relationships, Men Want Sexual Interactions. This theme

emerged through participants contrasting men seeking sex with women seeking

relationships when it came to their one-on-one interaction goals, as well as endorsing

those heteronormative gender role-based goals when explaining a character’s

individual motives and actions. Participants consistently framed UDP senders as being

in the interaction for what they could get out of it sexually. For example, Autumn broke

down the dynamic in the Public-Private vignette as follows:

I feel like he was trying to be supportive in a way that she felt she could trust him so that

things would escalate to the position he was wanting. I mean based on just how he did

it…from a female’s perspective that was more just wanting to talk and be there for her,

which is super sweet, but from a male’s perspective that was him wanting or assuming

that was leading towards a completely different situation.

Autumn ended by stating the sender either wanted to move into a sexual situation or

assumed they were headed there already, which Faye echoed when speaking about the

same situation: “I feel like he just did it way too quick in general and he couldn’t even wait, so
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that’s definitely where he thought the conversation was going, or how he wanted it to go at

least.”

Recipients in the unconsensual conditions were portrayed as being interested in

the sender as a person, but uncertain about whether they would want a sexual

interaction at the time the UDP was sent. The recipient in the Complex Violations

vignette was described by Autumn as not expecting the situation to become sexual, but

rather that “they were going to continue to be the friends that they were in high school.”

Delilah described the recipient in the Post-Refusal Push vignette similarly: “She was

probably just thinking up until that point they were just like good friends, and probably thought

it wouldn’t go anywhere like, sexual or past friends. And then she was probably pretty like,

shocked after the picture.” This pattern continued in the Consensual vignette; though both

the sender and recipient were respectful in asking permission to send nude images and

enthusiastic in their agreements, the recipient was still seen to be seeking a relationship

while the sender was seen to be more motivated by the sexual interaction. Charlie

described this in the digital context by saying he would find it “less common for females to

send the same kind of material…men are generally, we’re biologically you know, more open to

more mates kind of thing, so I think it’s more of a common thing.” While he described that

trait as common, he also framed the UDP senders as hormone-driven, to lack the “social

etiquette to *laughs* I guess read the situation,” and labeled the behaviour “sexually

aggressive.”

Autumn cited personal experience with this dynamic in response to the Complex

Violations vignette: “With men being visual creatures I feel like no matter what, friendships
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don’t usually last super super long. At least from my experience, like, you can only be friends

with a guy for so long before they say they’re interested in you.” Delilah explained she had

seen situations similar to the Post-Refusal Push transpire when men and women had

been spending time together one-on-one:

Delilah: A lot of the times females will just be hanging out with a guy and thinking

they’re friends, and most of the time I just don’t think guys think the same way. Like they

always are gonna think there’s something more than friends, so I think this would be

really common.

I: Okay, do you think it’s ‘cause that’s what they go in wanting, or because that’s what

they’re like, reading from the situation? Or a bit of both?

Delilah: I think a bit of both. Like them wanting that probably affects their expectations

and like, perceptions of how the interactions go.

This heteronormative perspective where men are portrayed as primarily wanting sex

and women as primarily wanting relationships impacts not only which types of

communication are being watched for during interactions, but how the motivations

behind them are understood. While women could be interacting with men simply

because they are friendly, open, or interested in getting to know him better, through this

norm straight men are portrayed as unable to maintain friendships with women,

instead looking for or feeling pressure to push the relationship to - and past - its

boundaries.

The cisgender men in this study all mentioned at least once that men will

generally respond favourably when sent unsolicited content from women. Brodie was
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in the middle of stating that any recipient of unsolicited content should block the sender

when he interrupted himself with this gender stereotype as a correction:

Wait, you know what? In the real world, men don’t care. We don’t care. If you’re a girl

and you send out a nude picture, we appreciate. We will look at it. “Oh she’s dirty, she’s

got boobs, she’s got the…” You understand. We don’t care, we accept it, but a morally

upright person would not.

This change of tone was followed by an analogy where a man gets raped by a woman

and tells his friends, who proceed to congratulate him on the experience because men

are expected to jump at any and every chance for sexual interaction. “They wouldn’t see it

as rape, the friends would be like ‘Yay! That’s good! *laughs* But it doesn’t make sense.” Brodie

pointed out this norm rather than endorsing it, illustrating that the expectation for men

to seek sex from every interaction can lead some to blame survivors of sexual assault by

assuming that though their consent was violated, the experience must have been

wanted, leading to congratulations over support in those situation.

This restriction was also outlined by Elijah, who explained that a woman

pushing post-rejection can lead to men then consenting because they like the idea of a

woman throwing herself at him: “I wouldn’t say guys love sex more, but you know, they kind

of don’t want to waste the opportunity. So I think they jump on any opportunity to get that.”

This outlines a gender stereotype-based difference in expected approaches between men

and women who spend time together alone - even digitally - with women perceived to

be tentatively testing the waters and getting to know who they spend time with. Men,

on the other hand, are posited as taking either a strategic or opportunistic angle,
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attempting to direct the situation towards sexual interactions which they presumably

want at every opportunity.

Women Should Caretake Men’s Egos. Jozkowski et al. (2017) described a gender

norm whereby women are expected to caretake for men’s egos and put the needs of

men before their own. The current study found evidence to support this norm in digital

interactions and, in addition, that women were expected to accurately anticipate how

their actions would make men feel once performed. They also must conduct themselves

as though responsible for directly causing men’s feelings; if anything, caretaking is an

understatement.

For example, Charlie thought that the recipient in the Post-Refusal Push vignette

was “trying to think of how she could diffuse the situation” after the sender expressed

interest but before he sent the UDP, rather than trying to avoid or shut down the

situation for her own comfort, desire, or safety. Though in general participants were not

of the opinion that recipients were responsible to correct the behaviour of the sender,

both Autumn and Brodie voiced that the recipient in the Complex Violations vignette

should have corrected the sender instead of redistributing the UDP. They also both

engaged in victim blaming, which is where a victim of an act is considered to be

responsible for their experience by observers or third parties (Mckinlay & Lavis, 2020).

This was done with the character in the third vignette whose gender identity and

modality matched their own, further revealing how people decide what is considered

appropriate behaviour depending on which side of the gender binary they fall into.

Autumn claimed she would have seen the picture coming because “I can read verbal cues
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pretty quickly, I would have known right away what ‘other things’ meant so I would have

diverted the situation,”still caring for his ego however by avoiding rather than

confronting his actions. Brodie’s relevant comment was not about caretaking but also

illustrated a victim blaming mindset when he said:

I don’t know what he was thinking, I don’t think I would think that way. So I don’t even

know what he was thinking. I can’t think dumbly like that. Like why would you just put

yourself in a situation like that?

Participants also endorsed this theme through blaming the recipient for the

sender’s perception that a sexual interaction was desired. Regarding the Post-Refusal

Push vignette:

Delilah: I mean if they hit it off right away and hung out just those two, going on things

that seem like dates, most people are going to assume that they have some type of

attraction. So just going on dates, like one-on-one, and hanging out in that way probably

just gave him the wrong impression.

I: Yeah, and just kind of assumed what was going on rather than-

Delilah: Yeah like she probably just thought that he could like, read her mind, but

obviously he didn’t know. *laughs*

Autumn had a similar understanding of the situation but instead of blaming the

recipient for leading on the sender, said that she would worry post-UDP because “now

he sexualizes me and is interested in me in that way, and I don’t want to lead him on.” In this

she still endorses the recipient taking responsibility as if the cause of the man’s feelings

and behaviour, carrying this responsibility even beyond the consent violation.
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Men Initiate, Women Gatekeep. In all of the vignettes it was the sender - a

cisgender man - who sent a UDP to a cisgender woman recipient, and participants

could easily recognize who was initiating in these situations. However, whether or not

participants stated they believed heteronormative gender role-based expectations had

an impact on the interactions, they all used these expectations in their explanations of

the interactions. Charlie said of the Complex Violations vignette that:

Charlie: I think they acted appropriately, I don’t think anyone expected anything

different of that situation.

I: Yeah, it played out as you’d expect?

Charlie: Yeah I don’t think there’d be an expectation of either to do anything different.

I’m assuming he’s quite comfortable with this, and she’s quite comfortable with going

“This guy’s gross.” *laughs*

Delilah and Elijah both saw these expectations as having an impact, but revealed

endorsements in gender norms through their responses as well. Elijah supported the

view that “men are like horn dogs and they tend to, you know, go forward all at once. While

ladies, women, they are kind of, you know, reserved.” Later on when responding to the

Consensual vignette he endorsed this view again, implying that the recipient played her

role correctly in waiting for the sender to initiate the interaction despite her equal level

of interest: “Sometimes women take the lead too but generally men, it’s for women to wait, guys

to, you know, lead. If you like the guy you jump into it, and that was the case.”

While Delilah was not quite as adamant in her stance, she said of the Complex

Violations vignette that “men are expected to pursue the girl I guess, so I can’t really see it
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happening the other way around. I mean it could, but I think this is a more typical case.” In

contrast, Autumn believed that not only are women known to send unsolicited sexual

material, but that with men being pressured to jump on every sexual opportunity,

women are more likely than men to satisfy sexual motivations by doing so:

Autumn: From my experience, men are very visual creatures. Seeing the same kind of

picture would probably work more in her favour towards him.

I: Okay, like she’d be more likely to get what she wants if she’s sending that?

Autumn: Yeah. I mean if that’s what she wanted from him, yes. That would be assuming

that they’re both wanting, you know, that sexual encounter.

Participants did not generally see heteronormative gender role expectations as

playing a problematic role in this theme. Delilah began to uncover the root of the

problem though with her observation that the sender in the Post-Refusal Push vignette

had “probably felt like there had to be more than that? Like whether it’s a sexual relationship or

an actual relationship, he probably maybe just felt like pressure that it had to be just, more.” This

was preceded by her comment on the Public-Private vignette that:

Delilah: Men are just expected to pursue women, especially like sexually, so he was in it

initiating kind of the first step of that.

I: Right, and then the problem was just way too soon?

Delilah: Yeah and it wasn’t like… He didn’t ask if he could, he didn’t like give a

warning, it’s just like out of nowhere.

These statements compared reveal that participants saw the problems with this double

standard to arise when initiations were not carried out properly by senders. Or, in other
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words, when recipients were not given the opportunity to gatekeep in the interaction

because they could not have expected the initiation. In doing so they do not necessarily

endorse this double standard each time, but they do reinforce the heteronormative

gendered script that defines those roles. They fault those who violate the social norms

upholding and perpetuating gender stereotypes, regardless of whether it involved a

sender violating consent or a recipient violating expectations for how she should

respond.

Consent Misperceptions

This study’s second subtheme was also both identified and endorsed by each

participant across all vignettes, and involves traditional gender roles in the

heteronormative dynamic that dictate that rather than sharing sexual interactions with

each other, men should obtain them from women. This makes a strategic or

opportunistic approach more likely, more of a social norm, and therefore more easily

excusable. Tertiary themes include the norms that men try to convince women to

consent to sexual interactions, and that men can earn consent to sexual interactions from

women.

Men Convince Women to Consent. A weakness in the system where men are

expected to both initiate sexual interactions and to always seek sexual interactions with

women is that, in practice, it makes it seem acceptable for men to use strategic

approaches to convince women to consent. For example, Autumn said the sender in the

Post-Refusal Push vignette was likely “going through a whole sexual experience on his own

and you know, just trying to get her on board with it” when he sent the UDP, but also
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included the assessment that “the conversation that was happening was very different.” Here

Autumn emphasizes the egocentrism of this sender as he was consumed by his own

perspective and unable to reflect on the situation from the objective side. Charlie saw

the situation similarly:

Charlie: He had something in mind that he wanted to happen, and he was probably still

driving for that sort of relationship.

I: Okay, so seeking what he wants more than-

Charlie: Listening to the tone, yep. Hormonally driven.

I: If you had to put his hormones into words for me, what would you say Kyle was

thinking during that?

Charlie: I don’t think there was a lot of thinking, it was just sex.

While these seem to suggest a gender stereotype that men who send UDPs are

simply unable to gauge when such material would be appropriate, Delilah offered a

contrast with the perspective that men have an awareness of which situations and

dynamics they can push in more successfully and excusably. She was asked why the

sender in the Public-Private vignette sent the UDP over text rather than earlier on the

dating app, and said:

Delilah: Probably didn’t maybe want to scare her off? Like wanted to set up a date before

he did that.

I: So do you think then that something would’ve been different if he did do that?

Delilah: Yeah, maybe she wouldn’t have agreed to meet up probably, he thought.

I: So like maybe on some level he knows it’s red flag behaviour?
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Delilah: Yeah. *laughs*

This illustrates that participants thought it possible for men to unwittingly disregard

consent, acting wholly on sexual impulse and unaware of the objective nature of their

actions. However, participants would also note that consent was violated over text

rather than the dating app in the Public-Private vignette specifically because the sender

knew sending a UDP that early would result in the end of the conversation.

Brodie mentioned that the senders in the Public-Private and Complex Violations

vignettes were wrong for initiating unwanted sexual interactions, yet said of the

Post-Refusal Push vignette that “I think if Kyle would have gone through with the chats, I

think in the long run Charlotte might have even sent him the nude pics. If he knows his game.”

In this he took the recipient’s claim that she was not interested at all to mean a lack of

interest only at the moment, but something in flux that could be manipulated. Not only

did Brodie believe the sender could have convinced the recipient to consent to sexual

interactions, but that with the right strategic approach the recipient would become

interested enough to initiate sexual interactions.

While speaking on motivations for sending UDPs, Charlie mentioned that

though the person sending it to persuade consent leaves “the realm of logic and kind of,

*laughs* cognitive reason at that point,” he also said that from his perspective, “the problem

is I guess, sometimes it works for some people.” Rather than the individual who changed the

situation’s dynamic being seen as the one accountable in these situations, this viewpoint

would posit that recipients are responsible to deny unsolicited advances to teach

senders which initiation strategies are and are not appropriate. In reality, this places
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accountability on recipients to correct the behaviour of senders in place of holding the

sender accountable for their own actions.

Faye characterized the Post-Refusal Push sender’s strategy to convince

differently, explaining that:

Maybe if she knew how much he like, or how he was feeling, she could change her mind.

Maybe that’s what he was thinking, but I feel like he definitely didn’t care about what the

consequences were, or how she was feeling, or what she wanted at all.

Faye agreed with Charlie on the lack of reasoning those sending UDPs display, but

revealed an essential additional perspective on accountability in the interaction. Charlie

outlined that recipients are accountable to reject inappropriate strategies to convince

consent from them - like UDPs. From his perspective they deny accountability when

they instead willfully engage in the interaction, which aligns with the gender stereotype

that women must gatekeep sexual interactions, especially when men inappropriately

initiate. In Faye’s perspective the sender believes that he is not accountable for how he

feels; his feelings are managed by the recipient, which aligns with the gender stereotype

of women being expected to caretake men’s egos. He can only see her genuine refusal as

her denying accountability for the feelings he experiences, causing him to feel justified

in using strategies like guilt tripping to convince her to consent.

Men Earn Consent From Women. Flipping to the other side of this problematic

coin, a weakness in the system where women are expected to both gatekeep sexual

interactions and to caretake the egos of men they interact with is their combined

implication that men can obligate sexual interactions from women. This idea
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complicates consent communications because it introduces an ambiguous threshold

that, when crossed, can lead to the sender expecting the recipient to swap her role of

gatekeeper for ego caretaker.

In this norm, sex is seen as a commodity.  Something that is withheld by women

from men, but something that men with the proper strategies can rightfully earn from

women. Participants were asked if these vignettes could have transpired in the same

ways were the characters to swap roles (cisgender woman = sender; cisgender man =

recipient), and Charlie said of the Complex Violations vignette:

If a girl sent a picture to you that you hadn’t seen in a while, yes I’d say it would be

more excitement, high fives…it’s more of a conquest for men to pick up women at a bar

kind of thing. And if they kind of were… easily sharing information like that it would be,

better, we’ll say.

The perception that obtaining sexual interactions is a conquest ties intimately with

women’s expected role as gatekeeper and men’s as initiator. Rather than looking to

share an experience, Charlie endorsed the view that women will be engaging and show

interest if they are open to sexual interactions. He later articulated this view in the

rational he perceived the sender to have in the Complex Violations vignette:

Charlie: I think he at this point felt like, “Alright, now is my opportunity.” It was

continued to the next step of meeting and he was like “Alright let’s go,” kind of thing.

I: So the fact that she was willing to meet gave him some sort of sign?

Charlie: To him, yeah.
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Here Charlie outlines that when the sender perceives a certain amount of interest from

the recipient, the likelihood they would see sexual initiations as welcome - even if they

still could not be expected - is heightened. Even agreeing over text to meet in person

was seen to reasonably be enough to cause the risk for unsolicited content to increase.

Elijah and Brodie both endorsed similar misperceptions around consent that

Charlie did, though neither pointed out or articulated the misperception as part of what

led to consent violations. Brodie said of the Public-Private vignette that:

Brodie: If Tay would have gone to Ashton’s house with the wine, that would have gotten

him more than sending his pants down.

I: Okay, so wrong move he was picking?

Brodie: Tay was - after getting the wine - he hasn’t even gone to Ashton’s house, he’s

sending a picture of his pants… That is supposed to be done later. It doesn’t make sense.

*laughs*

I: So just way too soon?

Brodie: Yeah way too soon, he fucked up!

With this claim Brodie implies that the problem with the interaction was that the sender

performed that sexual initiation too soon into their relationship with the recipient, and

that doing a similar action later and in person would have been more likely to get him

what he wanted. Brodie later reasoned that the sender’s unsolicited initiation would

have better satisfied their sexual motivations in person due to Brodie perceiving the

recipient as interested in the sender:

Ashton was really liking Tay’s way of talking, she was already flirting, he was already
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halfway in. The only thing was for Tay to just go to Ashton’s house, share a bottle of wine

or two, they’d both be kissing, you sit down from a little kiss to- that is where you start to

show your pants, idiot. The guy doesn’t make sense to me. *laughs* The guy messed up.

In this vignette no consent was given and no sexual topics or interest were brought up

prior to the UDP, so Brodie was assuming the recipient would have consented in person

solely based on the conversation prior and her openness to meeting. Also, rather than

focusing on how the recipient’s consent had been violated when evaluating the

situation, he implied that the sender’s error was in initiating too quickly to get what he

was after - in other words, the sender used a proper strategy, but in the wrong setting

and at the wrong time.

Brodie continued to endorse this norm when speaking on the Complex

Violations vignette sender: “If Jeremiah knew how to act, the game would have changed tides.”

In this, he implies that the sender could have obtained consent from the uninterested

recipient had he played his role properly and earned consent rather than acting so

quickly. Elijah voiced similar perspectives on the Post-Refusal Push vignette, saying that

if the sender had “waited more you know, probably it could have gone well, but Kyle was too

hasty and all that.” Even though the recipient in that vignette explicitly states she has no

interest in the sender, Elijah saw potential for that to be shifted had the sender waited

for the right time. The consent violation was not the issue to him; it was the speed the

interaction advanced at.
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This tendency to label the UDPs as being sent too soon was observed in the

cisgender women participants as well, with Faye being nearly dismissive of consent

when speaking on the Complex Violations vignette, saying that the sender should have:

Taken it easy and slowed down before kind of jumping towards that where he just was

kind of too quick. Like he should’ve just stayed in the situation longer and tried to get to

know her at least before any of that.

This gender group was also able to elaborate more on why certain consent violations

may be easy to identify and others are more easily excused by gender stereotypes and

social norms. As Autumn said of the Private-Public vignette: “Females are usually more

verbal than males and males are more physical. So you know, him being a shoulder to lean on, for

him, is a way of making a sexual situation somehow.” Rather than genuinely being there for

the recipient the sender was portrayed as doing whatever was necessary to meet her

needs, but only in order to coax her into meeting his.

The idea that even unsolicited content can be sent too soon reinforces the concept

of a perceived threshold of desire in the sender. With this in place, men as initiators are

seeking cues of interest from the women they interact with, and have a reasonable idea

of when would be “too soon,” varying between in person and digital contexts. An issue

presents in that every participant had a different idea on when it would be appropriate

to make such a move; unfortunately, there seems to be no operative definition when the

gauge is perceived interest. This was summed by Charlie when he described

communications in the Complex Violations vignette:

Charlie: I think Jeremiah may have thought there was maybe some sort of interest there
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or consent, but Tamari is just an open individual who is I guess talking, and was just

friendly and interested, and seemed clever enough to be asking questions…interested in

the situation rather than going further in the situation.

I: If you had to guess, what kind of like signals or approval would Jeremiah have been

picking up on?

Charlie: I think he probably just thought openness meant she was into him, maybe.

When women are expected to gatekeep there is the added expectation they will only

give interest indications to those they have genuine sexual interest in - to do otherwise

is to lead the other person on. A problem presents however, as genuine sexual interest is

not the only factor able to meet the perceived threshold of interest that cues initiators to

sexually initiate. Charlie mentioned friendliness, interest, openness, and even just

talking all as indicators the sender could have ultimately perceived to mean consent,

and both Delilah and Faye said that sharing a phone number and agreeing to meet

could have pushed past the threshold in the Public-Private vignette.

Discussion

The first three vignettes where consent was violated with a UDP were modeled

after sexual double standards and consent misperceptions explored by Amundsen

(2020) and Jozkowski et al. (2017), with the fourth consensual scenario based on the

Criminal Code’s (1985) requirements for consensual sexual interactions. While all

vignettes were rated as common by participants to some degree, the Public-Private

vignette was rated most common by all participants, and Complex Violations was rated

second most. The major differences between these vignettes is the recipient’s
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redistribution of the UDP in the latter, and that the characters had known each other in

high school rather than meeting over a dating app. The anonymity and lack of

consequences in Public-Private were a likely cause of its higher rating, and research on

unsolicited content in the specific context of dating apps could reveal finer nuance in

this context.

The Post-Refusal Push vignette was the third most common, with most

participants citing the direct and verbalized rejection as something that is disregarded

by fewer people, yet is a consent violation that Autumn and Brodie stated still happens

daily. Of all the vignettes where consent is violated participants made the most explicit

and implicit consent assessments (see Table 2) on this interaction. It is likely that the

recipient’s rejection, which was not present in the other vignettes, made the violation of

consent more easy to identify. This is enforced with the reference counts for

miscellaneous negative statements on the vignettes, which were claims about the

interaction that indicated discomfort without mentioning consent or whether the

interaction was expected and voluntarily accepted. For example, Faye said of the

recipient in the Public-Private vignette that:

In the beginning she was probably like excited to meet someone new…watch some

movies and then kind of judge his character after that, and then see whatever she wanted

to kind of decide after that. And so I feel like just after that photo she was probably just

kind of turned off by the whole thing because it’s just, it kind of seems like that’s the only

thing that the guy wants coming over to your house, and she would probably just feel a

little bit too uncomfortable by that.
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The Post-Refusal Push vignette had the least miscellaneous negative statements of all

consent violating conditions across all interviews, and not one in the final interview

across all participants. These findings suggest that the more explicitly communicated

the recipient’s response is, as in the Post-Refusal Push and Consensual conditions, the

easier participants are able to identify where, when, and how violations of consent may

have occurred, and the less they may rely on projecting what they might feel in that

situation onto the character.

Table 2

Reference counts for consent assessments from all participants across their first and second (1)

interviews and their third (2) interview.

Public-Private Post-Refusal
Push

Complex
Violations

Consensual

Explicit 1 2 4 1 7

Explicit 2 1 1 3 3

Implicit 1 15 27 17 13

Implicit 2 12 20 14 20

Misc negative 1 7 4 9 0

Misc negative 2 3 0 5 0

Public-Private

This study’s first research question was specifically in relation to the

Public-Private vignette, and explored whether a woman agreeing to move from a public

to a private space with a man in the digital context would be perceived similarly to that

transition in person. Jozkowski et al. (2017) mainly related this to the heteronormative
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gender norm that women are expected to caretake the egos of men they interact with,

and include several quotes from participants talking about the work that men put in at

bars to earn consent from women who engage with them. While this norm did not

replicate to the same degree in the digital context, it was still identified as something

participants perceived to impact the interaction. Though they could state the recipient

could not have seen the sexual interaction coming and so obviously did not consent to

receiving it in that moment, they would use gender stereotypes and norms to excuse the

sender’s behaviour by agreeing the consent violation could have been a

misunderstanding. Elijah went so far as to say that the recipient being invested in the

interaction and agreeing to dinner could have been interpreted as consent signals by the

sender.

Participants who claimed the sender may have misunderstood the situation

credited this to the flow from meeting on a dating app to agreeing to meet in person. It

is possible then that the switch from a dating app to texting would not be enough to

elicit the same justifications, and further exploration is needed to see whether texting

would be considered a private enough environment for a sender to act on their

perceived interest from the recipient.

Post-Refusal Push

The second research question was structured specifically around the Post-Refusal

Push vignette, and explored whether a UDP being sent after the recipient explicitly says

no would be perceived using the sexual double standard that when a woman rejects a

sexual advance it is because she has to if she wants to look like she has standards
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(Jozkowski et al., 2017). This was also mentioned by participants in Amundsen’s (2020)

study who were harassed digitally with UDPs after rejecting the sender sexually and

romantically. This phenomenon was mainly attributed to the gender stereotype that

women should gatekeep sexual interactions and therefore must reject sexual

interactions by default if not romantically interested in the initiator (Jozkowski et al.,

2017). This did replicate in the digital context, with Brodie and Elijah both claiming the

sender could have changed the recipient’s mind by using better strategies. Elijah later

claimed the sender should not have been able to misunderstand the recipient due to the

clarity of her refusal, so his comfortability suggesting the sender merely alter strategy

and continue pursuit is concerning. This feeds into the sexual norm that men can earn

consent from women, another contributing factor that Jozkowski et al. (2017) noted in

their study that muddies this interaction considerably. With the norm that men can earn

consent, refusals are shrunken down to “not now” at best and the initiator's efforts are

on how to obtain consent, assuming it an innate potential of their interaction even in

digital contexts.

Complex Violations

Two violations of consent were explored in the third research question, with a

UDP being sent and then redistributed by the recipient to reflect mention of such

reactions by participants in Amundsen’s (2020) study who themselves had received and

redistributed UDPs. Here the recipient breaks the sexual double standard that women

should caretake men’s egos by violating the sender’s consent in redistributing his

image, along with the consent of those in the group chat who, as Elijah noted, were then
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subjected to a similar UDP experience as the recipient. Participants had mixed

perceptions of both motive and fault in the interaction, which reflects the perceptions of

Amundsen’s (2020) participants. Autumn and Brodie sided with Elijah’s stance that

both characters were equally in the wrong, and Faye agreed to a point but noted that

the interaction could not have happened if the sender had not sent the UDP - ultimately,

she blamed the sender. Delilah and Charlie both faulted the sender in the situation as

well, with Charlie noting sexual aggression as something that would frequently result

in unwanted behaviour as occurs in the vignette. This sexually aggressive approach to

obtaining sex comes with the attitude that consent can be assumed given until/unless

the individual has revoked it, which is exactly backwards.

Earning Consent

Participants in Jozkowski et al.’s (2017) study endorsed the idea that with a

certain amount of effort, time, or work, men woo women who then owe them sexual

compensation. Alcohol was also a major factor in many examples, with participants

suggesting a woman drinking alcohol does so to have a reason to consent as it would be

inappropriate, according to heteronormative gender role expectations, for her to seek

sexual interactions of her own volition. Other participants had the alternate view that

accepting a drink is done so that they can talk with the person buying to see if their

curiosity morphs into interest through the interaction. “Guys have bought me drinks

before, and it’s usually a way to break the ice to initiate things which have led to sex.”

(Jozkowski et al., 2017, p 240-241) said one participant, highlighting how the recipients
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of drinks often accept them so they can have the chance to gauge their interest - not

because they are already all in.

This study’s fourth research question involved looking through participants’

claim statements to gauge whether they explicitly or implicitly believed the sender had

earned consent from the recipient. There were no explicit claims that consent was owed

to the UDP sender, but Elijah came close in saying the recipient in the Consensual

vignette owed the sender a picture because the agreement had been they would each

send one. In this he employed the norm of sex being seen as a commodity; the recipient

would have the right to withdraw consent at any point in the interaction and is not

obligated to do anything - even if agreed to earlier. However, because the initiator had

sent one, Elijah thought it necessary for the recipient to act in kind and reciprocate

regardless of her comfortability once in the sexual interaction.

Nearly all claims on earning consent were made implicitly, and involved

participants endorsing the idea that the recipient’s interest in the sender could have

been enough to cue their initiation regardless of whether the recipient could have

expected it or seen it coming. This idea was endorsed for a variety of reasons, but by

every participant at some point in their interviews, and in both consensual and consent

violating conditions. For example, Brodie said of the Post-Refusal Push that “She should

want the nude pic before Kyle is to send it to her. Yeah I think Kyle is wrong for sending the nude

pic to her, doesn’t make sense to me.” Rather than focusing on the fact recipients of such

images should know they are coming at the very least, should be willing in the moment,
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and should consent to receive them voluntarily, he focused on whether he perceived her

to want it - wanting and consenting to are not the same concept, but were conflated.

Five of the participants recognized during the first phase of interviews that

everything in the Consensual vignette was consented to, yet all spent much more time

justifying their stance with claims on the recipient’s interest, the conversation’s tone,

and how comfortable each of the characters seemed rather than the fact that the

recipient consented to the interaction. For example, Charlie had some difficulty:

Charlie: I don’t know about consent, *laughs* but in general they seemed on the same

level. I would say they were moving at the same speed, same interest, and one wasn’t

more aggressive than the other.

I: Okay, so moving at the same speed, having the same interest, that was the important

part there, yeah?

Charlie: Yeah. Well he wasn’t being like “Here’s a dick pic.” And she wasn’t going, you

know, “What the hell are you doing?” *laughs*

While Charlie seemed to understand that the sexual interaction depicted was

consensual he was hesitant to use the word, preferring to use the cues related to interest

rather than the recipient’s enthusiastic written consent.

Consent and the Criminal Code of Canada

The three main factors of consent in the Criminal Code of Canada (1985; 2014)

are that everyone involved is aware of what to expect from the interaction, has notice of

the interaction so they can consent in the moment, and is giving their consent to the

interaction voluntarily. These key points in theory translate into five steps in practice,
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outlined below in the first line of Figure 2. For consentual digital sexual interactions a

pair would interact for some time, the sender or initiator would perceive some amount

of interest or desire from the individual they are socially interacting with, a request for

sexual interaction would be made, consent would be given, and the sexual interaction

could then begin.

Figure 2

Suggested impact of the perceived threshold of interest on digital sexual interactions.

In the Post-Refusal Push vignette this script was followed until the fourth step -

consent was not given, but the sender proceeded to initiate the sexual interaction

regardless. In the Public-Private and Complex Violations vignettes the recipients were

entirely unaware the UDPs were being sent, and participants described the senders as

following the progression of the second line in Figure 2. Rather than sensing some level

of interest and becoming respectfully curious, participants described UDP senders as

having their threshold of perceived interested from the recipient met, then leaping from

the second step to the fifth and beginning the sexual interaction based on perceived

interest alone.

While interest and consent can and often do occur simultaneously they are not a

packaged pair, and the conflation of the two has the potential to lead to much unwanted
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sexual behaviour especially in digital interactions. Standard consent communication

cues like physical reactions or tone of voice (Griner et al., 2021) when responding to an

interaction request are unavailable in digital contexts, so such reactions are essentially

left to the initiator’s imagination. While assessing situations from the recipient’s point of

view participants could easily discern that the vignettes with UDPs had sexual

interactions that were not known to the recipient in that moment, nor consented to

voluntarily. They could easily identify the consent violations along with the proper

consent communications in the Consensual vignette, but when asked to switch to the

sender’s perspective offered gender stereotypes, sexual double standards, consent

misperceptions, and hetoronormative gender role-based norms and expectations as

justifications for behaviour that violated consent.

Limitations and Strengths

This study provides an important exploratory examination of consent

communication in the digital context and how it compares to consent communications

in person, but limitations must also be noted. The sample for this study was only six

undergraduate students from one university, all of whom were registered in

introductory psychology courses at the time of participation. This sample should not be

considered generalizable, but rather the data provided should act as a starting point for

further inquiries in how gender stereotypes and perceptions might impact sexual

interactions in various settings. As in Jozkowski et al.’s (2017) study, a strength in this

study is the use of claim statements in Carspecken’s coding approach; this allowed for a

more nuanced view of background themes, endorsed ideals, and potential conflation of
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concepts that impact perceptions of consent communications. With the chance to assess

how culturally based and reinforced heteronormative gender role expectatations impact

digital interactions in this manner, this study offers a unique continuation of previous

research within the restricted communication methods available in digital interactions.
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Appendix A

Participant Pool Study Description

You will meet with the student researcher over Zoom. Please ensure that you are
in a private space (i.e., alone in a room with a closed door) to ensure the most privacy
and confidentiality for yourself. You will complete a short demographics and values
questionnaire, read through four scenarios depicting conversations through text
messages and apps, then respond to interview questions about the conversations.
Participation is estimated to take between 60 and 120 minutes. The audio from the study
will be recorded using Zoom’s built in audio recording feature.
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Appendix B

Consent Form

Title: Perceptions of Sexual Norms in Digital Communication

Student Researcher: Holly P. A. Funk, Undergraduate Student, Department of
Psychology, University of Regina, worby20h@uregina.ca.

Supervisor: Sarah L. Sangster, Department of Psychology, University of Regina,
sangstes@uregina.ca.

Purpose and Objectives of the Research: To better understand how undergraduate
students communicate sexually online and over text, and to learn which social scripts
may come into play during digital interactions.

Procedure: The student researcher will send you the consent form, the Zoom link for
the study, and the password for the Zoom call over email no less than 24 hours before
your scheduled participation slot. Please ensure that you are in a private space during
the Zoom call (i.e., alone in a room with a closed door) to ensure the most privacy and
confidentiality possible. During your session, you will be invited to complete a short
demographics questionnaire, to read through four scenarios depicting conversations on
text-messaging platforms, then, to respond to interview questions about the
conversations. Participation is estimated to take between 60 and 120 minutes. The audio
from the study will be recorded using Zoom’s built in audio recording feature.

Potential Risks: The text message conversations you will read include sexual themes.
Although no explicit sexual content will be included, it is possible that you might feel
uncomfortable discussing sexual content. Remember that you can skip any questions
that you do not want to answer, and that you can withdraw from the study at any time.
A list of mental health resources will be provided during the study’s debrief.

Potential Benefits: There are no direct benefits to participants for taking part in this
study. Potential benefits of the research to society include informing initiatives aimed at
improving the way we interact with each other online.

Compensation: You will receive two course credits from the Department of
Psychology’s Participant Pool for your participation in this study. Immediately after the
study has been completed, the student researcher will approve the credits you earned
through the Participant Pool using Sona Systems. The Participant Pool Coordinator and
your course instructors will only be able to see how many credits you apply towards

mailto:worby20h@uregina.ca
mailto:sangstes@uregina.ca
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your course; no information connecting you to your responses will be shared. Your
instructors will have no way of knowing which studies you participated in.

Confidentiality: The researchers will never reveal to anyone what you personally say in
the interviews, nor will they reveal to anyone that you were a participant in the study.
Information you provide, including direct quotes, will be used in the student
researcher’s thesis and may be published in academic journal articles or at conferences,
but any information that could identify you (e.g., names; places; etc.) will be removed.
Emails containing the consent form, Zoom information, and debriefing form will be
sent to participants from the student researcher’s University of Regina webmail account
and be immediately deleted from the “Sent” folder afterwards. Though every effort will
be made to keep communication private between the student researcher and
participants, there are inherent security issues with emails as they are not encrypted,
making them vulnerable to interception from outside sources.

We have taken efforts to protect your confidentiality by ensuring the list of
participants will be kept separately from consent forms, and that the list will be
destroyed once data collection is complete so there will be no remaining record of which
participant you were specifically. Participants are not permitted to record the study. The
student researcher will ensure they are in a private space; please do your best to ensure
you also have privacy while participating in the study over Zoom. Though every effort
will be made to safeguard the information you provide, we cannot ultimately guarantee
its privacy due to technical vulnerabilities inherent to all online video conferencing
platforms (Zoom’s privacy policy: https://explore.zoom.us/docs/en-us/privacy.html).
Zoom ensures the security of data through encryption of data in transit and at rest and
meets industry and security organization standards (SOC 2; FedRAMP; GDPR,CCPA,
COPPA, FERPA, and HIPAA; Privacy Shield Certified; and TrustArc Certified Privacy
Practices and Statements). All University of Regina researchers have permission to use
Zoom through the University’s licence.

Storage of Data: Data from the interviews will be securely stored on password
protected computers. The audio recordings will be stored until they are transcribed by
the student researcher. The transcriptions will be stored for more than five years, and
then they will be destroyed. Data and consent forms will be stored separately. Data may
be published in an academic journal, presentation, or professional conference.  Zoom
servers are located outside of Canada – Zoom stores users’ names and usage data
outside of Canada.

Right to Withdraw: Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may
withdraw for any reason and without explanation. If you wish to withdraw during the
study, notify the student researcher and they will immediately begin the debriefing
process. If you choose to withdraw your responses will not be saved or used in the
study’s analysis, though you will still be fully compensated for your participation.

https://explore.zoom.us/docs/en-us/privacy.html
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Whether or not you choose to withdraw will have no impact on your position as a
student or how you will be treated.

If you wish to withdraw your data after your Zoom session, you may email the
student researcher and inform them you wish to do so. Your right to withdraw your
data from the study will apply until April 9, 2022. After this date results will have been
combined and the list of participants destroyed, so there will be no way to guarantee all
your data will be identifiable, making it unlikely we would be able to withdraw all of
your data from the study.

Follow Up: Results of the study will be posted to the UofR OURspace website under
Psychology Undergraduate Honours Theses
(https://ourspace.uregina.ca/handle/10294/8364) by the end of May. You can also
obtain results from this study by emailing the student researcher.

Questions or Concerns: Please contact the student researcher or their supervisor by
email with any questions pre- or post-participation. This project has been approved on
ethical grounds by the UofR Research Ethics Board on (insert date). Any questions
regarding your rights as a participant may be addressed to the committee at
306-585-4775 or research.ethics@uregina.ca.  Out of town participants may call collect.

Oral Consent:

I have read and explained this form in its entirety to the participant before receiving
their voluntary consent to participate in this research study. The participant has
knowledge of the form’s contents, and appears to understand it.

_____________________            ________________________            _____________________
Name of Participant Student Researcher’s Signature         Date

https://ourspace.uregina.ca/handle/10294/8364
https://ourspace.uregina.ca/handle/10294/8364
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Appendix C

Demographics and Values Questionnaire

1. How old are you?

2. What is your gender modality? Some examples would be cisgender, identifying

as the gender you were assigned at birth, or transgender, identifying as a gender

other than the one you were assigned at birth.

3. What is your gender identity? Some examples would be man, nonbinary,

genderqueer, or woman.

4. On a scale of 1 (not important) to 5 (absolutely necessary), how important is it to

you that other people perceive you as your correct gender identity?

5. What is your sexual orientation? Some examples would be lesbian, bisexual,

straight, or gay.

6. What is your ethnic identity to the best of your knowledge? Some examples

would be Indigenous, African Canadian, South-East Asian, and European settler.

7. Would you say you are religious or spiritual?

8. How would you say your own views on sexual expression and practices align

with popular views in your religion/belief system?

9. Have you ever sent or received a message over text, social media, or other apps

with sexual content? Some examples would be sexts, requests for sexual

interactions, and nude images or videos. If no, skip question 10.
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10. How does the amount of sexual content you sent or received before the

COVID-19 pandemic hit (March, 2020) compare to the amount you’ve sent or

received during the pandemic?
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Appendix D

Vignettes 1-4

Vignette 1

Character 1: Tay Amali (23-years old, straight, assigned male at birth and identifies as a

man)

Character 2: Ashton Linuskoff (22-years old, straight, assigned female at birth and

identifies as a woman)

How they know each other: Tay and Ashton recently matched on a dating app, and

have been messaging through the app since.

Tay and Ashton Messaging over a Dating Application

Tay: “Hey again, thought I’d see how your day’s going so far!”

Ashton: “Oh not bad, just finished getting groceries but now I’m gonna order a pizza

because I have no energy left to cook after shopping.”

Tay: “Oh sorry you feel worn out, I’d be happy to come over with some drinks for a

night in if you’re willing to share some of that pizza?”

Ashton: “Honestly that sounds perfect right now, yes please lol. Here’s my number so

you can text me for my address. 555-555-5555.”

Tay and Ashton Texting

Tay: “Hey this is Tay, just about to leave my place and I’m stopping to grab drinks on

the way. Do you like red wine or should I grab something else?”

Ashton: “A good red would be perfect - I like the way you think! My address is 3427

Fake Street, text me if you get lost.”
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Tay: “I hope you like what I’m thinking I’ll bring you for dessert too. (image attached)”

Image: a selfie Tay took with his pants and underwear pulled down, showing his penis.

Vignette 2

Character 1: Charlotte Oberklisk (22-years old, straight, assigned female at birth and

identifies as a woman)

Character 2: Kyle Yung (20-years old, straight, assigned male at birth and identifies as a

man)

How they know each other: Charlotte and Kyle met at a wedding this past summer and

instantly got along. They exchanged phone numbers, and have gotten together a few

times since.

Kyle and Charlotte Texting

Charlotte: “That band we saw last night was incredible, I can’t stop thinking about how

fast that drummer was moving. I could barely see his arms!”

Kyle: “Yeah his timing was so good it was ridiculous haha, as is yours actually. Think

you’d be willing to help me out with something?”

Charlotte: “It depends on the favour I guess, but probably! What’d you have in mind?”

Kyle: “I can’t stop thinking about how good you looked in that dress last night. It’s been

turning me on all day and I really want to show you exactly how much.”

Charlotte: “I’m not attracted to you in that way, but thanks for saying I looked nice. I

felt pretty cute!”

Kyle: “Oh it was more than nice hunny, I know you couldn’t see it, but here’s what I

was hiding the entire time. (image attached)”
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Image: a selfie Kyle took with his pants and underwear pulled down, showing his penis.

Vignette 3

Character 1: Jeremiah Trifleck (21-years old, straight, assigned male at birth and

identifies as a man)

Character 2: Tamari Nadi (21-years old, straight, assigned female at birth and identifies

as a woman)

How they know each other: Jeremiah and Tamari were friends in high school who lost

touch after graduation, but ran into each other at their university’s bar recently and

exchanged numbers to catch up more.

Jeremiah and Tamari Texting

Jeremiah: “Thanks for yelling my name out at the bar - I didn’t see you at first because

there were so many people, but I recognized you right away!”

Tamari: “Oh it’s no problem hahah, you looked a little lost and I was happy to chat for a

while. You said you’re in English now, right?”

Jeremiah: “Yeah I’m in my second year, it’s a lot more interesting after those 100-level

courses for sure, but easier too in a way. I’m bored lol.”

Tamari: “Well I guess being bored is better than burning out, but that’s still not what

you want! What do you usually do for fun when you’re bored?”

Jeremiah: “Oh I just play around usually. Sometimes football with friends or video

games or like...other things.”

Tamari: “Well I’m not into football or video games, so you’ll have to explain what those

other things are a bit more.”
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Jeremiah: “I’m more of a shower than a teller. (image attachment).”

Image: A selfie Jeremiah took with his pants and underwear pulled down, showing his penis.

Tamari Texting Friends in a Group Chat

Tamari: “Oh my GOD remember Jeremiah Trifleck from high school? We ran into each

other at the bar and texted a bit after, but hardly got into a conversation before he had

the nerve to send me this (image attachment). I thought we’d be done with this bullsh*t

from guys when we got into university. Like what was he even thinking?!”

Image: A screenshot of the selfie Jeremiah took with his penis showing.

Vignette 4

Character 1: Sanjay Pritesh (24-years old, straight, assigned male at birth and identifies

as a man)

Character 2: Elodie van Lucien (22-years old, straight, assigned female at birth and

identifies as a woman)

How they know each other: Sanjay and Elodie met through a mutual friend a few weeks

ago, and have had several pleasant but casual conversations over text since.

Sanjay and Elodie Texting

Sanjay: “So first off, your show recommendations are incredible, and I’ve been binging

everything you’ve told me to try but I realized something the other day. I could just be

watching them with you, and I’d rather talk about the funny bits in person anyway, so

do you wanna come watch something at my place tonight?”

Elodie: “I’ve actually been hoping you’d ask so yes please! What time should I pop over,

and do you want me to grab any snacks?”
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Sanjay: “Salt and vinegar chips would make me very happy, but I have plenty of snacks

here too so no pressure! All you have to bring is your very cute self at or after 8, and I’m

sure we’ll have a fantastic night.”

Elodie: “I’ve been thinking you’re cute for a while, but didn’t know you thought the

same thing! That’s something I’d really like to hear more about hahah, what else do you

think?”

Sanjay: “I think I haven’t been able to get you off my mind for weeks, that cute doesn’t

even begin to describe what I think about you, and that I really hope you’re down for a

little more than just watching things.”

Elodie: “I’d absolutely be down for quite a bit more hahah, I’m sure there are a few

things I could show you besides shows.”

Sanjay: “Can I show you a little something now? I’m so worked up and would love to

really show you what to expect later lol.”

Elodie: “Oh yes please, you can feel free to send pictures of anything you want! I’d love

to see more, and I’d want to send some pictures too if that’s alright with you?”

Sanjay: “Literally nothing would make me happier right now, this is gonna be such a

good night. (image attached)”

Image: A selfie Sanjay took with his pants and underwear pulled down, showing his penis.
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Appendix E

Scenario Comprehension Interview

1. Explain to me what happened during this interaction.

2. Do you think this interaction would have gone the same way if they were talking

in-person? Why or why not?

3. What’s your first impression of (insert name of sender)? What led you to think

that?

4. What’s your first impression of (insert name of recipient)? What led you to think

that?

5. How comfortable would you feel being (insert name of recipient) in this

interaction? Why?
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Appendix F

Vignette-Specific Interviews

VSI-1

1. How common do you think situations like this one are?

2. Why do you think Tay sent the picture over text and not while they were

messaging over the dating app? Do you think the interaction would have

changed if Tay sent the picture while they were messaging over the dating app?

3. If Ashton had sent Tay the picture, would the conversation have happened

differently?

4. Tell me what you’d imagine Tay was thinking during these conversations.

5. Tell me what you’d imagine Ashton was thinking during these conversations.

6. Do you think that the way men and women are expected to act impacted this

interaction at all?

VSI-2

1. How common do you think situations like this one are?

2. If Charlotte sent Kyle the picture, would you view the situation differently?

3. Why do you think Kyle sent the picture after Charlotte said she wasn’t attracted

to him?

4. Tell me what you’d imagine Kyle was thinking during this conversation.

5. Tell me what you’d imagine Charlotte was thinking during this conversation.

6. Do you think that the way men and women are expected to act impacted this

interaction at all?
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VSI-3

1. How common do you think situations like this one are?

2. Tell me what you’d imagine Jeremiah was thinking during this conversation.

3. Tell me what you’d imagine Tamari was thinking during this conversation.

4. How would you react if you were in the group chat where Tamari shared the

picture?

5. How do you think Jeremiah would react if he knew Tamari sent his picture to her

friends?

6. Would the situation change if Tamari had sent the picture and Jeremiah had

shared it with his friends?

7. Is either character more in the wrong than the other?

8. Do you think that the way men and women are expected to act impacted this

interaction at all?

VSI-4

1. How common do you think interactions like this one are?

2. Why do you think Elodie reacted the way she did?

3. Tell me what you’d imagine Sanjay was thinking during this interaction.

4. Tell me what you’d imagine Elodie was thinking during this interaction.

5. Do you think that the way men and women are expected to act impacted this

interaction at all?
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Appendix G

Consent Perceptions and Communication Interview

1. Do you think (insert name of sender) deserved reciprocation from (insert name of

recipient)?

2. Do you think that (insert name of recipient) wanted this experience?

3. Should (insert name of recipient) or (insert name of sender) have acted

differently during this interaction?

4. Do you think (insert name of recipient) gave any signals of consent during the

interaction?

5. In this interaction, what was consented to? What was not consented to?

6. Do you think there were any misunderstandings in this interaction?
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Appendix H

Debriefing Form; Mental Health and

Sexual Assault Survivor Resources

Study Title: Perceptions of Sexual Norms in Digital Communication

Student Researcher: Holly P. A. Funk, Undergraduate Student, Department of
Psychology, University of Regina, worby20h@uregina.ca.

Supervisor: Sarah L. Sangster, Department of Psychology, University of Regina,
sangstes@uregina.ca.

Actual Purpose of Study: The full purpose of this study is to explore how
undergraduate students understand sexual interactions and consent online when an
unsolicited dick pic (UDP) is sent, how that may differ from understandings in a
consensual situation, and to see if sexual double standards and misperceptions that
occur in-person also operate on digital platforms like dating apps or text message
interactions.

Potential Applications of Research: Responses from interviews could be used to
inform consent education efforts for sex educators, as well as to give more context on
which factors impact real-life decisions on consent and when consent may be perceived
to have been given.

Follow Up: Please contact the student researcher or their supervisor via email with any
questions or concerns on this study, or after April 11, 2022 to request a summary of the
results, discussion, and implications. You are able to withdraw your data anytime from
now to April 9, 2022 by emailing the student researcher and requesting to withdraw.

Mental Health and Sexual Assault Survivor Resources:
24-hour crisis line through Regina Sexual Assault Centre with trained advocates.

-306-562-0434 or toll free at 1-844-952-0434
-https://reginasexualassaultcentre.ca/what-we-offer

Counselling from a support worker through Planned Parenthood.
-306-522-0902
-https://www.plannedparenthoodregina.com/info/counselling/

mailto:worby20h@uregina.ca
mailto:sangstes@uregina.ca
https://reginasexualassaultcentre.ca/what-we-offer
https://www.plannedparenthoodregina.com/info/counselling/
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Counselling Services through the University of Regina
-306-585-4491 to access via Student Success desk
-https://www.uregina.ca/student/counselling/

24/7 local help lines through Mobile Crisis Services
-306-757-0127
-1646 11th Avenue, Regina, Sk

https://www.uregina.ca/student/counselling/

